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PLASMOID PROPAGATION IN A TRANSVEKSE-MA3NETIC FIELJ
AND IN A MAGNETIZED PLASMA

F. J. Wessel, R. Hong, +J. Sonq, A. Fisher, N. Rostoker, A. Ron,+ + R. Li. and P.Y. Fan*

University of California, Department of Physics
Irvine, California 92717

ABSTRACT

The propagation of plasmoids (neutralized ion beams) in a vacuum transverse magnetic
field has been studied in the UCI laboratory for several years. These experiments have
confir..d that the plasmoid propagates by the LA drift in a low a and high 0 plasmoid be.,
(0.01 < 0 < 300) , where 0 is the ratio of beam kinetic energy to magnetic field energy. The %
polarizotion electric field, E, arises from the opposite deflection of the plasmoid ions
and electrons, due to the Lorentz force, and allows the plasmoid to propagate undeflected
at essentially the initial plasmoid velocity. In these experiments we used plasmoids (150
keV, 5 kA, 50-100 A/cm , 1 ps) injected into transverse fields of Bt = 0-400G. Anomalously
fast penetration of the transverse magnetic field has been observed as in the "Porcupine"
experiments.

Our most recent experiments are aimed at studying the plasmoid propagation dynamics and
losses in the prebence of a background, magnetized plasma which is intended to short the
induced polarization electric field and stop the beam. Background pl sma wi getnjrated u
TiH .lasma guns fired along B to produce a plasma density, n - 10 - 10 cm- .
PreIiminary results indicate tkat the beam propagation losses ?ncrease with tne background

plasma density; compared to vacuum propagation, roughly a 50%,seduc~ion in ion current
density was noted 70 cm downstream from the anode for n ~ 10 cm- . Principal diagnostics r
include: magnetically insulated Faraday cups, floating~potential probes, calorimeters,

microwave interferometer, and thermal-witness paper. Experiments in the near future will
use an improved accelerator and transverse-field coil system which allows higher energ1 ,

500 keV, higher current density plasmoids to be studied; this generator will improve tne
beam unilormity and angular divergence to allow beam propagation for up to 5 meters and
permit the study of losses from surface erosion.

1. INTRODUCTION
w0

Thl first paper on plasmoid motion across a transverse magnetic field was published in
1931. The subject is fundamental to plasma physics and has ipplications to geomagnetic
storms and solar wind penetrajion into the geomagnetic fiell, in3ection of a plasmoid into
a magnetic containment device and the dynamics of pinches. The present work is concerneJ
with the propagation of a neutralized ion beam (plasmoid) in and above the ionosphere in a
background magnetic field and a low density partially ionized plasma. The neutralized ion
beam may be generated directly as in our experiments, or it may begin as a beam of neutral
atoms that is ionized by background gas and plasma at low altitude.

We define 8 4xnMV2/B2 as the ratio of the beam kinetic energy density to the magnetic
field energy density. V is the beam velocity, M is the ion mass, n is the beam ion denbit,
and B is the background magnetic field. Only the case 0 >> 1 is considered. Three phases
of propagation are illustrated in Fig. 1. The idealization of the diamagnetic phase to a

NEUIPALgZEo ION. BEAM TR1ANSVERSE VAGNETIC FiELO

0 o o oPHASE I

0 oDIAMAGNETIC
0 00 0

0 a 0 0 a 0 0 DiFSON'*

a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a

_________________ PHASE 8

0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0

0 0 - 0 a0HS
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Figure 1. 3 phases of propagation of a high beta neutralized ion beam.

perfect conductor suggests that the exclusion of t'.e field should result in simple ballis-
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tic propagation. After the magnetic field has penetrated the beam propagation wo lg be

exp .. ted by means of self-polarization and ExB-drift as observed for low 0-beams.

A series of rocket experiments 7 launched the "Porcupine plasma jet". Nearly unqeflected
propagation of the dense (nbeam >> nplasma ) and fast heavy ion beam (V - 1.7 x 10 An/sec;

M a 131 m ) was observed in the magnetized ionospheric plasma. The oeam passed from phase I

to phase TII of Fig. 1 in a time much shorter than that expected from classical diffusion.

Propagation was dominated by phase III. This was attributed to anomalous diffusion causea,
by an instability driven by the diamagnetic current. On the other hand, in recent conputero

simulation studies of this problem the diamagnetic phase was dominant and the oackjround
plasma and magnetic field were diverted around the beam. We seek to understand these appar-
ently contradictory conclusions by doing laboratory experiments where nuch more detailed
measurements are possible, and analytic theory and computer simulation guided by tne exper-
imental results.

2. CROSS-FIELD PROPAGATION IN VACUUM

2.1. Description of Experiment

The experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2. The Marx generator consists of six stages of
50 kV, .7 pF capacitors and delivers an output voltage in the range 100-200 kV. The Marx

TIGGER CONIrT CAAc1oI1 $. CAP

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus
for the study of ion beam propagation.

output is connected to a magnetically insulated ion diode as illustrated in Fig. 3. It is
an annular diode with an anode-cathode spacing of 13 mmn. The magnetic insulation field is
2-2.5 k9 with a field risetime of 40 ps. At 150 kV the diode produces a 4 kA beam of ions -

50 A,'cm and 1 sec duration. Ions are produced by surface flashover of a .8 mm poly-
ethylene sheet witn stainless steel pins mounted on the anode electrode. The approximate
ion composition in the beam is 75% H 15% C , 10% CHn*•

Two pairs o( fil] I coils were used to generate B with dimuensions: 2.3 m x 0.5 m wito: 5

turns nd 1.15 m x U.5 m with 5 turns. Each pair coils had a spacing ot 0.4 m sno was
driven by a 3 kV, 4 x 580 F capacitor bank. The field strengjths were 121 Ciky for toe
longer coil and 190 GaussikV for the shorter coil with risetime of u.7 ins. Lucite drift

! tubes were used to study the beam propagation over the 2 m transverse field reg ion. 'Inc
tube diameters were nominally 26 cm and were installed in 0.5-n length sections or a sifll
2-in length section. Vacuum was 10 -5 Torr.

SSeveral diasgnostics were used in the experiments. The ion current density w.s meas.ured

using biased Faraday cups (-500 V bias) with small magnets to suppress secondary electron

V r
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-n iqAion. A B loop with a 12 ms integration time was used to measure the Bz field. Tn

diamagnetic signai induced by the beam as it entered the field was measur t:J by a pair of

/MA&N[CIC FIELD LINES

CATHODE

ANODE

III

-long
1 r~l kLUMINUkI

4PLYCII4YLENE

Figure 3. Magnetically insulated ion diode

fast B-loops with a 11.2 ps integration time constant to prevent the slower Bz field from
being recorded. These diamagnetic loops have a diameter of 27 mm, 20 turns each, witil a
sensiitivity of 0.2 V/Gauss. Both probes were wrapped in conductive cloth to shield the
,lectrical noise. One coil was located in vacuum 45 cm downstream from the anode coaxial
wita the ion beam and the drift tube. The other coil was located outside the beam. A pjir
of foating potential Langmuir probes were used to measure the polarization electric fi.lo
E . These probes were made of rigid coaxial cables with the center conductor exposed
a~out 5 cm and inserted into the drift tube through Wilson seals. This allowed measurement
of the potential difference AO over a known probe separation distance. Signals from these
probes were scnt to a differential amplifier and recorded. The existence of E was verified

s everal tests: A0 changes sign if the sign of B is changed, 60 = 0 if thX probes' tips
are touching and linearly increases with probe tip separation,and A 0 0 if Bz = 0. Thermal
graphic paper was used as a witness plate to trace the beam location and radial profile and
to estimate the beam divergence and beam e ergy. The paper shows a distinct and noticeable
color change in the range of 1-5 Joules/cm2; beyond which no color change occurs.

2.2 Experimental Results

Net current measurements with a Rogowski loop and floating probe measurements verified
that the ion beam in the drift tube was charge and current neutralized. Damage patterns on
thermal paper located 40 cm and 70 cm downstream showed that the beam divergence was 3-40
when the diode voltage was above 100 kV. Some experimental parametjrs 2 are given in Table I.

Pi is the ion gyroradius based on the beam velocity v O . E = 4%nMc /B is the dielectric
constant.

TABLE I

RELEVANT EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

L a 50 - 200 cm, r a 10 cm, vo = 4.4 x 108 cm/sec (for 100 key

beam), n i - 1.42 x l0l cm " 3 (for J - 10 A/cm2 ).

Bz  (Gauss) 50 89 149 194 239 284 328 373

P i  (cm) 920 516 308 237 192 161 140 123

C (xl0 4 ) 107 33.7 12.0 7.10 4.67 3.30 2.48 1.92

Beam propagation across the transverse magnetic field was evaluated with Faraday cips.
Figure 4 shows results. Although the angular spread of the beam leads to a significant
decrease of current density with propagation distance, there is very little decrease in
current density as the magnetic field is changed over a few orders of magnitude and B
changed from .01 to 300. The magnetic field Bz does not significantly change 6ean
propagation.

Diamijnetic signals aB were measured at 50 cm downstream from the diode and are shown
in Fig. 5. The value of ? was changed by holding the diode voltage fixeu at 150 KV and
chavjinj the magnetic field Bz . MBr is the largest change in maqnetic field Just outsiu
the bean at r - 10 cn,. The nagnetic field change was also measuied by a similar b- robe on

the fean axis. The polarity of AB was opposite to AB indicating that the field deczre...
inside the beam and increases outside. AB / << 1 an

8 
&Bi/B << 1; uuth sijnals incrt abe

with incredsing but the above inequalities Ire pr e rvea fof 0 up to a value of 400.

C r
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These facts confirin that the magnetic field penetrates the plasma in a time that is smaillP

compared to the current risetime which is about .5 4sec so that only a slight perturuat,oj-!
of tile nignetic field is ever observed although the beam is a good conductor.

Ni

E 4 FARADAY
CUP

POSITION Vd
CIL FROM IV)E 12 ANODE
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Figure 4. Beam propagation across the transverse magnetic field
with the annular diode. The values of beta are indicdteu
in parentheses.

U ,

> 020 As.ldT6
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02 1stec/dIv 05le/d

Figure 5. Measure.ients of diode voltage, current density and
diamagnetic field at 50 cm from the anode; 0 is changea
by changing the magnetic field.

Measrements of the polarization electric field, E , 40 cin downstream from the anode,
are disilayed in Fig. 6 for fixed Vd and varying values of Bz. These data show tn,,t t -
value of 1y increases linearly with 82. The peak value of Ey is ccnpareo to the tneuretic.

value computed from, E a V 0 B2 /c. In these data the probe tip separation was 2 cn diij wd
used a beami velocity corresponding to Vd - 150 kV. Good agreement is observeu over tr
range ot iarameters studied. This is consistent with the fast penetration of tne raqnetIc

• , , ,r.. - ..-,- r .--.: " -, • .% .% ..."., ,","-" .:,..:, -.-..? ,-.r
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f itId anti propagjation by means of the ExB-drI ft.

B. 50J. -. E 75V

V,4

-D a.'-50

N5±cd 0 psc/'

Figure 6. Measurements of diode voltage, current density and

p3olarization electric field at 40 cm froi the 3node

for the annular diode

3. CLASSICAL AND ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION

Consider the idealization of a perfectly conducting cylinder ina trsnsver e magnetic

field as illustrated in Fig. 7. The magnetic field is given by B = vY where V Y - 0 subject

Wk

'D

> 0 for r 28 a (2)V/

ZI

--
Figure . Masurenets of diode voctag currt densitya a

o~fo the aonndary doniodon

- - - - - - -SEAM

B,.,

The solution is I Bo[r + (a 2i r" CC) S . if 9 -%/2.j

B !3 bz  Q [1 (a 2/r)]. (3)

At the surface of the beam 8_ - 2 Pa7d at r '2a B z -1.25 Bo .  in T ,bl 11 we co;rpre ,=

values of the calculated dia~agnetic iqjl AB oEl ust outside tne beam wit;i the exper i-"I
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mentally measured diamagnetic signal ABm ,

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF EXTERNAL DIAMAGNETIC SIGNAL
WITH A PER'ECT CONDUCTOR

B Gauss 50 89 149 194 239 284 328

AB m Gauss 2.8 2.7 2.2 1.7 1.7 .8 .7

100 PB m/B 5.6 3.04 1.48 .88 .72 .28 .2

8 252 45 37 14 11.4 3.7 3.3

For a perfect conductor as in Fig. 7 the current 6hould be localized on the surface, i.e.

Jx . Jx(a,8) 6(r-a) where (4)

ix = (c/4%) S8 =- (c/2x) B0sine (5)

For a finite classical conductivity magnetic diffusion should take place on a time scale
given by

(A ) = D AT (6)

where

D - {c/w p}2 {,/% i) (7)

w_2 = 4nne 2/m, n is the electron density, ar is the dept o /jenetration of the magnetic
fHeld or the current density after time At, r - - 3 x 10 (T /n) sec is the electron-ion
collision time and T is the electron temperature in electron volts. (For a vacuum of 10 - 5

torr only Coulomb collisions need be considered). The elytron3 temperature has not oeen
measured. 6 We assume T 1 10 ev, tr - 10 cm and n - 3 x 10 cm- ; then c/w = 1 cmn,

S= 10- sec, and At 1 100 Lsec. The observed time is much less than 1 sec, and the
e ectron temperature is probably more like 10-100 ev. We conclude that the diffusion time
is certainly much less than this classical estimate.

A s)milar conclusion was reached in the analysis of data from the "Porcupine" experi-
ments. (This conclusion is distinct from the computer simulations of Mankofsky et al). 8

Ilishin, et al have explained 7 the fast diffusion as an anomalous process attributed to a
transverse electron drift current-driven electrostatic instability excited by the diamag-
netic current. Initially this current is concentrated near the surface of the beam and
linear instability criteria are easily satisfied. After some diffusion has taken place,
the current density becomes too small for most instabilities. In any case, a satisfactory
theory must explain the difference between the fast diffusion for a plasmoid and the slow
diffusion for pinches. If the diffusion rate were as fast for pinches, the phenomneno woulo
not be observed and the current densities in pinches are usually much larger than for the
present plasmoid experiments.

For further consideration we simplify the geometry and consider a one-dimensional
problem as illustrated in Fig. 8. The magnetic field is assumed to be B = (0,0, B) whie
B7 - Bz (x,t) and at t = 0

zz X Bo x < 0

-0 x > 0

!axwell's equations for the problem are
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ox F t-

z 6E

8 C y c bt(9

If there exists a relation of the form j - dE and 4iro >> 1[6E /at]/EI then Eqs. (8) an
(9) combine to give a diffusion equationy

z z
ax 6x a t

where D c /h4%o11

To determine a, we consider the generalized form of Ohms law:

(m/ne 2 )(81/at) + 1/0+ (Ix B)/nec - E +(y x 13/c) + VPe/ne (12)

a= (ne 2 /m)t v e is the plasmoid velocity viewed from the laboratory frame and Pe is the
electron pressure,O e =eB Z/m cis the electron cyclotron frequency. The last term VP e/n e can

VACUu

, E

aDIFFUSION OF MAGNETIC FIELD INTO A Z-PiNCM

OR *-PINCI- (LONGITUDINAL POLARIZATION) C

p

b DIFFUSION OF MAGNETIC FIELD INTO A PROPAGATING
NEUTRALIZED ION BEAM (TRANSVERSE POLARIZATION)

Fi;..re 8. Boundary conditions illustrating polarization
transverse and longitudinal to plasma motion

be neglected. ve is the collision frequency which we assume is T ei from classical Coulomb
collisions. (According to Mishin7 et al it is v e (eo 1 /2 due to turbulence; in an,

case eve >> 1). The appropriate form for the generalized Ohms law is

ajx + Ix 
'at Te e ly x 0 /Te)13

%1

-r9
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a t +  e ex Ey '(a0 ) /1re"14VV

E x t E x + VyBz, and Ey' - Ey - c-- B are the electric fields in tne moving frame. It

x 'Ey' 'Qe change little during a cyclotron period, tne solution dvergoU over a cyclutro

period is

rEI = ' - eteEy '
])x 

= 
0° [1 + (e "e)2) (15)

.,

[ -[ t e Ex' + Ey.] .6

JY a0 [I + (aeIe)
2
] t16.

The problem illustrated in Fig. Ba corresponds to a pinch. Since elect-ons and ions ov,
together in the x-direction Jx 0, V * 0 and Vy z 0; from Eqs. (15) and 16), 4
E x = e eejy/a and y

J oEy' = o(E -- B) (17)

Diffusion in the moving frame is determined by the diffusion coefficient D = c
2
/4no.

Unless the collision time T is determined by turbulence, the diffusion would be very slow.
Turbulence would be expectes near t=0 when the current density is very high, but after a
short time the current density would drop and collisiun time Te should be classical. This
agrees with the observed behavior of pinches.

The problem illustrated in Fig. 8b corresponds to plasmoid or,beax propagation. In orde'r
to propagate the beam must polarize in th x-direction so that E E + (V B /c) 0, and
V x = 0. Eqs. (15) and (16) then reduce to x Y Z

Z"

i = 2
Y 1 + (Oe e) 2

(18) -

ix = (Qere) Jy -M

7he conductivity a = a/[l + (Q 'r) 2 ] is greatly reduced compareo to o, because 0ele >> .
The diffusion equation becomes Ro~linear with

2

[1 + (Q'- 2

The diffusion equation (10) is 2 onlinear. An estim3te of toe penetration time is t int Itd
is reduced by the factor ( ee) compared to the previous estimate of 100 Osec based oP

Eqs. (6) and (7). For the same assumed data and B o = 100 gauss, (a e) = 3 x 10and

6rw 2 Te
b 2 e 2 0.3 nsec ]20)

:
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If we assum, with Misnln

7 
et al that 1/ (2 ) 23.5 nsec (0 r )2 M/m 1 x 3

-td At 1.3 nsec. It is somewhat of S curi s ty that decreasing tReecollision ti~ne
increases thie diffusion time. The differencl between pinch and . pl.smoid propajatin]
across a magnetic field is the factor ( gTe ) 

. (0 ,) >> 1 whether or not the plasma is
turbulent. We have thus accounted for t e short p~n.tration time and tne very small oia-
iiagnetic signal. The present experimental data is insufficient to co.me to a conclusion
obout turbulence.

The nonlinear diffusion equation with D given by Eq. (19).as previously been stdlied hy
Felber et al in connection with a plasma switch application.l Detailed solitions are 'i'er
tor the problems in plane geometry. In this paper ion conductivity is also included so t ,'t

r e2 e/m t/M

2e2[ 
+  

2 ]
(21)

1 + 'Oete) 1 + (01 I)

If Q ' > (M/m) l/2 the ion conductivity becomes domin t. The calculation of Eq. (26)
sliou~deaccordingly be multiplied by the factor tM/m) give a classical estimate of
At Z .2 sec.

Computer simulation studies of this problem have been carried out by T. Ta]ima1 3 ani his
collaborators. For a/L 1 100 the magnetic field penetration is anomalously fsst and for
a /L < 10 the penetration is much slower. The computer model involves slab geometry; L is
t~e slab thickness and a. = V0 /9 is the ion gyroradius. In the experiments a /r >> 1 in
all cases observed; the enetratfon time was too short to observe in all cases when ali[
was varied over a factor of 5. There is some evidence 1 4 for slower penetration when the
plasmoid is produced by a plasma gun where ai/r < 1.

4. CROSS FIELD PROPAGATION IN PLASMA

To produce the bickground plasma we used 15 small circular plasna guns connected in
parallel. Each one has an annular gap filled with TiH 4 . The density of the plasma prodiced
y the plasma gun wa ; measured by a 60 CHZ microwave interferometer. The plasma densit in

the drift tube increased approximately linearly with inTjeas~ng plasma gun voltage VpG.
When V-G = 4 kV the average plasma density was about 10 /cm .

The electric polarization was measured for various magnetic fields and values of V
(plasma density). The results are shown in Fig. 9. It is apparent thit the ,nlasr, a r'Juc s
the polarization electric field and it becomes negligible at about 101 cm 3 . For a censi-,.
of the order of the beam density or less there is little effect.

1200

o V-.00OkV

* 05
& 1.0
* 20
* 30
* 40

800 -0

U
0

400 0 0£ A

0

0 100 200 0 400

8 (Gouss)

Figure 9. Polarization electric field vs. transverse
magnetic field at various plasra gun voltaje

The beam deflection was also measured with red cellulose witness plates. When V.. -4
kV the beam deflection agrees quite well with a simple calculation based on the Lor ntz

A - .. .. ... -. fA - -k
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force which is consli3tent with the vanisnini of the polarIzat irn e. ,. For
u~nsity hiss than the beam density, or no oli-;ia density nc ie:>c - s s

In-beam diamagnetic measurements showed fast e~netratian on .
I ec with or without a background plasma. If we co:s; cer ELj.
appropriate conditions with a dense bacKriround plisma r - ' ',

Zx + (Vy B z/c) = 0. Therefore

j E +E n V

Y 1 + (a ee)2 e

This leads to a modified diffusion eqat:on

D + 2 V (e z
3--x _-x y e e - at

with D jiven by Eq. (19). The first term dorninates If

1 B V 2

z e

The solution of the nonlinear equation is more like a w.ave 1 2 a1d Eq. (24) woulo De
satisfied at the front of the "magneto-resistive' wa.,e so that Eq. (431 sno..!u prooJce tajt

diffusici similar to Eq. (10).

5. 500 KV PUL$>D BEAM ACCELnSATOP

In or'1er to investijate propagation over about 5.r, and in partlc.Aar to in.estijate )d

lossos, a S00 kY MaTx generator syston has buen assenoled and clardcterized. An ;,TProec
ngneticaily Insulated annular diode has aiso been constructed. It ,roaucv an iOn ix-,
current density up to 170 A/cm 2 

- 4 cm downstream from the anode. T ,is is 20 iT5 r
than the Child-Lan.jm~rir limit. The beam diverg,-nc is maLcn smaller t ,ar .t .,s for tn L
pr_-vious system. The divergence determineJ b witness plates at voariou distinces s-S
previously about 50 for the low enerjy part of the D am. Tris is to te comnared wit .
tor th [ present system. For particle cnrgy > 250 KV the bei,i, djiv-i ,nce is now 1.10
Propagation data from Faraday cup measurexients is shown in Fig. 10. Tnese results .7J

S50 -L PAVICUS

001

M,(OLDI) x I0

50

050 to00o

AXIAL POSITION (cm)

V', J-1 1U. ion b ,ti current density

that 3 bean where all particles r.,c ,n eneingy greater than 250 kV will 1exndfJ b, a:u-
cmn o.er a 5 P propagation distir,.e J.,, anjular divergence. Ths ., can pr[,a t 1 t 1
oeam 5 -n and still have an equ iv j I c..rent density of ions of at le1,t 10 A c.%

'NO
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6. CONCLUSIONS

It has been established that a high f plasmoid propagates across a transverse magnetic
field without significant deflection. The mechanism is not diaagnetic flux exclsic'j and
ballistic propagation as first anticipated, but it is instead electric polirizit.ori u tne
plasurid and ExB drift as in a low 0-plasmoid. The magnetic fil.d £ enetrdtes tie lasm.i
so rapidly that no significant diamagnetic effect can be observed. Lssentially, tne ur..er-
turbed magnetic field is present inside the plasmoid at all observable times. Ihis be.i
of a plasmoid is completely different fro-n the behavior of a metallic conductln, project.le.
it is also completely different from a Z- or B-pinch. Indeed, if the fielu slippeu across
thie particles as fast in a pinch, a pinch would never be observed. ;e nave explaind t.e
difference physically by the fact that the polarization for tne pinch is longitudinal
(electric field parallel to the motion) and transverse for the propagating plasmoid. T'.-
dluestion of turbulence as proposed to explain the -Porcupine experiments" nas not U.,n
resolved. Although there may be turbulence it is not essential to explain the fast
penetration of the magnetic field.

With ExR propagati gn, the electric field near the plasmoid surface must be different
than in the interior.' Therefore, the surface must erode and this is the mechanism of oe .
loss that has been observed in computer simulations but not yet in the laboratory. In t.rz
laboratory losses have been observed by expansion of the bean from angular divergence in
small radius drift tube. A new system has been developed that involves a much bx.i~ller
ungular divergence of the plasmoid and a larger drift tube to study the erosion losses.
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